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CAMILA CABELLO “HAVANA FEAT. YOUNG THUG”
HALSEY “NOW OR NEVER”
DRAKE “FAKE LOVE”
MAROON 5 “WHAT LOVERS DO FEAT. SZA”
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PAUL WILLIAMS
PRESIDENT & CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

ELIZABETH MATTHEWS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

ASCAP BOARD OF DIRECTORS

WRITERS
JOEL BECKERMAN | RICHARD BELLIS | MARILYN BERGMAN (EMERITUS)
BRUCE BROUGHTON | DESMOND CHILD | DAN FOLIART | MICHELLE LEWIS | MARCUS MILLER
RUDY PÉREZ | ALEX SHAPIRO | JIMMY WEBB | PAUL WILLIAMS | DOUG WOOD

PUBLISHERS
MARTIN BANDIER | CAROLINE BIENSTOCK | BARRY COBURN | LAURENT HUBERT
ZACH KATZ | DEAN KAY | JAMES M. KENDRICK | EVAN LAMBERG
LEEDS LEVY | MARY MEGAN PEER | JON PLATT | IRWIN Z. ROBINSON
DISRUPTOR RECORDS

CONGRATULATES
SONGWRITER OF THE YEAR

DREW TAGGART
OF
THE CHAINSMOKERS

OVER 10 BILLION STREAMS
OVER 2 MILLION TICKETS SOLD
6 MULTI-PLATINUM SMASHES
#1 DEBUT PLATINUM ALBUM
1 GRAMMY AWARD
2 AMERICAN MUSIC AWARDS
4 BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS
8 IHEART MUSIC AWARDS
Congratulations
THE SONGWRITERS HALL OF FAME
PROUDLY SALUTES
SONGWRITERS HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE
&
SONGWRITERS HALL OF FAME BOARD MEMBER

DESMOND CHILD
RECIPIENT OF THE ASCAP FOUNDERS AWARD

Love and Respect!

KENNETH GAMBLE & LEON HUFF
CO-CHAIRMEN

LINDA MORAN
PRESIDENT & CEO

SONGWRITERS HALL OF FAME
SONGHALL.ORG
WINNING SONGS

1-800-273-8255
LOGIC FEAT. ALESSIA CARA & KHALID

WRITER
DREW TAGGART

PUBLISHERS
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
TAGGART GROUP LLC

24K MAGIC
BRUNO MARS

WRITER
CHRISTOPHER "BRODY" BROWN

PUBLISHERS
LATE 80'S MUSIC
THOU ART THE HUNGER
WESTSIDE PUBLISHING
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

ATTENTION
CHARLIE PUTH

WRITER
JACOB "JKASH" HINDLIN

PUBLISHERS
PRESCRIPTION SONGS
RAP KINGPIN MUSIC
WINNING SONGS

BAD AND BOUJEE
MIGOS FEAT. LIL UZI VERT

WRITERS
KIARI "OFFSET" CEPHUS
KIRSNICK "TAKEOFF" BALL
LIL UZI VERT
QUAVO HUNCHO

PUBLISHERS
ASCAPUZI
HUNCHO YRN MUSIC
QUALITY CONTROL QC PRO
RESERVOIR
SILENT ASSASSIN YRN
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
YRN PIPED UP ENT

BAD THINGS
MACHINE GUN KELLY X CAMILA CABELLO

WRITERS
ALEX SCHWARTZ
JOE KHAJADOURIAN
MADISON EMIKO LOVE
TONY SCALZO

PUBLISHERS
ARTIST PUBLISHING GROUP WEST
BIBLE BLACK
CONCORD MUSIC
LIVEMADLOVE
Panic Attack Publishing
Schweezy Beats Publishing
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

BELIEVER
IMAGINE DRAGONS

WRITERS
MATTMAN & ROBIN (STIM)

PUBLISHER
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
WINNING SONGS

BLACK BEATLES
Rae Sremmurd Feat. Gucci Mane

Writers
GUCCI MANE
MIKE WILL MADE-IT

Publishers
RADRIC DAVIS PUBLISHING LLC
SOUNDS FROM EARDRUMMERS
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

BODAK YELLOW (MONEY MOVES)
Cardi B

Writers
CARDI B
KLENORD “SHAFT” RAPHAEL

Publishers
SHAFTIZM
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
WASHPOPPIN INC

BODY LIKE A BACK ROAD
Sam Hunt

Writers
JOSH OSBORNE
SAM HUNT
ZACH CROWELL

Publishers
ANDERSON FORK IN THE ROAD MUSIC
ATLAS MUSIC PUBLISHING
COMBUSTION MUSIC
I LOVE PIZZA MUSIC
SAM HUNT PUBLISHING
SMACKVILLE MUSIC/SMACKSONGS
SONGS OF SOUTHSIDE
TAPE ROOM MUSIC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
WINNING SONGS

CLOSER
CHAINSMOKERS FEAT. HALSEY

WRITERS
DREW TAGGART
FREDERIC KENNETT
ISAAC SLADE
JOSEPH KING

PUBLISHERS
AARON EDWARDS PUBLISHING
NICE HAIR PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC

COLD
MAROON 5 FEAT. FUTURE

WRITERS
JACOB “JKASH” HINDLIN
PHIL PAUL SHAOUY AKA PHIL PHEVER

PUBLISHERS
HIGH PHEVER MUSIC
PRESCRIPTION SONGS
RAP KINGPIN MUSIC

DESPACITO
LUIS FONSI & DADDY YANKEE FEAT. JUSTIN BIEBER

WRITERS
DADDY YANKEE
JASON “POO BEAR” BOYD
JUSTIN BIEBER

PUBLISHERS
BIEBER TIME PUBLISHING
BMG
CANGRIS PUBLISHING
POO B Z PUBLISHING
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WINNING SONGS

DON'T WANNA KNOW
MAROON 5 FEAT. KENDRICK LAMAR

WRITERS
ALEX BEN-ABDALLAH
JACOB "JKASH" HINDLIN
KENDRICK LAMAR

PUBLISHERS
HARD WORKING BLACK FOLKS
PRESCRIPTION SONGS
RAP KINGPIN MUSIC
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
STELLAR SUN SONGS
TOP DAWG MUSIC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

FAKE LOVE
DRAKE

WRITERS
ADAM FEENEY PKA FRANK DUKES (SOCAN)
ANDERSON "VINYLZ" HERNANDEZ
BRITTANY "STARRAH" HAZZARD

PUBLISHERS
NYAN KING MUSIC INC
PEOPLE OVER PLANES
SHAY NOELLE PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
THESE ARE SONGS OF PULSE
VINYLZ MUSIC GROUP

FEEL IT STILL
PORTUGAL. THE MAN

WRITERS
ASA TACCOME
ERIC HOWK
FREDDIE GORMAN
JASON SECHRIST
JOHN GOURLEY
ZACH CAROTHERS

PUBLISHERS
APPROACHING AIRBALLOONS
JOBETE MUSIC CO. INC.
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
TOWNK DONKLIS
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
Havana
Camila Cabello feat. Young Thug

Writers
Brittany "Starrah" Hazzard
Louis Bell

Publishers
People Over Planes
Sony/ATV Tunes LLC
These Are Songs Of Pulse

Humble.
Kendrick Lamar

Writers
Kendrick Lamar
Mike Will Made-It

Publishers
Hard Working Black Folks
Sounds From Eardrummers
Top Dawg Music
Warner/Chappell Music, Inc.

I Feel It Coming
The Weeknd feat. Daft Punk

Writers
Abel "The Weeknd" Tesfaye (SOCAN)
Doc McKinney (SOCAN)
Eric Chédeville « Rico The Wizzard » (SACEM)
Henry "Cirkut" Walter

Publishers
Cirkut Breaker LLC
Kobalt Music
Prescription Songs
**I'M THE ONE**  
**DJ KHALED FEAT. JUSTIN BIEBER, QUAVO, CHANCE THE RAPPER & LIL WAYNE**

**WRITERS**
- Jason "Poo Bear" Boyd
- Justin Bieber
- Quavo Huncho

**PUBLISHERS**
- Bieber Time Publishing
- BMG
- Huncho YRN Music
- Poobiz Publishing
- Quality Control QC Pro
- Universal Music Publishing Group

**ISSUES**  
**JULIA MICHAELS**

**WRITERS**
- Mikkel Eriksen
- Tor Hermansen

**PUBLISHER**
- Sony/Atv Tunes LLC

**IT AIN'T ME**  
**KYGO X SELENA GOMEZ**

**WRITER**
- Selena Gomez

**PUBLISHERS**
- SMG Tunes
- Universal Music Publishing Group
WINNING SONGS

JUST LIKE FIRE
P!NK

WRITERS
MAX MARTIN (STIM)
OSCAR HOLTER (STIM)
SHELLBACK (STIM)

PUBLISHERS
KOBALT MUSIC
WALT DISNEY MUSIC COMPANY
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

LET ME LOVE YOU
DJ SNAKE FEAT. JUSTIN BIEBER

WRITERS
JUSTIN BIEBER
LOUIS BELL
LUMIDEE CEDENO
STEVEN ‘LENKY’ MARSDEN (PRS)
TEDDY DJ TEDSMOOTH MENDEZ
WILLIAM GRIGAHHCINE (SACEM)

PUBLISHERS
1433 PUBLISHING
BIEBER TIME PUBLISHING
BMG
GET FAMILIAR MUSIC
GREENSLEEVES PUBLISHING LIMITED
LOGI
PAY THAT FAM
REACH MUSIC
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

LOCATION
KHALID

WRITER
CHRIS MCCLENNEY

PUBLISHERS
CHRIS MCCLENNEY PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
WINNING SONGS

NO PROMISES
CHEAT CODES FEAT. DEMI LOVATO

WRITERS
DEMI LOVATO
EMMA LOV
JACKSON FOOTE

PUBLISHERS
DDLOVATO MUSIC
JACKSONFOOTEMUSIC
LOVBLOCK MUSIC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

NOW OR NEVER
HALSEY

WRITER
BRITTANY "STARRAH" HAZZARD

PUBLISHERS
PEOPLE OVER PLANES
THESE ARE SONGS OF PULSE

PARIS
CHAINSMOKERS

WRITERS
CHARLEE NYMAN (STIM)
DREW TAGGART

PUBLISHERS
NICE HAIR PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
## Winning Songs

### Rockabye
**Clean Bandit feat. Sean Paul & Anne-Marie**

**Writers**
- Sean Paul
- Steve Mac (PRS)

**Publishers**
- Sony/ATV Tunes LLC
- Universal Music Publishing Group

### Rockstar
**Post Malone feat. 21 Savage**

**Writers**
- 21 Savage
- Louis Bell
- Olufunmibi “Tank God” Awoshiley

**Publishers**
- BMG
- Felicimi
- Slaughter Gang
- Sony/ATV Music LLC

### Send My Love (To Your New Lover)
**Adele**

**Writers**
- Max Martin (Stim)
- Shellback (Stim)

**Publisher**
- Kobalt Music
WINNING SONGS

SHAPE OF YOU
ED SHEERAN

WRITERS
KANDI BURRUSS
STEVE MAC (PRS)
TAMEKA “TINY” HARRIS

PUBLISHERS
AIR CONTROL MUSIC INC
KANDACY MUSIC
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
TINY TAM MUSIC
TONY MERCEDES MUSIC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

SIDE TO SIDE
ARIANA GRANDE FEAT. NICKI MINAJ

WRITERS
ALEXANDER KRONLUND (STIM)
ARIANA GRANDE
ILYA (STIM)
MAX MARTIN (STIM)
SAVAN KOTECHA

PUBLISHERS
BMG
GRANDARIMUSIC
KOBALT MUSIC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

SLOW HANDS
NIALL HORAN

WRITER
ALEXANDER ESKEERDO

PUBLISHERS
AIX MUSIC PUBLISHING
BMG
WINNING SONGS

SOMETHING JUST LIKE THIS
CHAINSMOKERS & COLDPLAY

WRITERS
CHRIS MARTIN
DREW TAGGART
GUY BERRYMAN
JONNY BUCKLAND
WILL CHAMPION

PUBLISHERS
NICE HAIR PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

SORRY NOT SORRY
DEMI LOVATO

WRITERS
DEMI LOVATO
DOWNTOWN TREVOR BROWN
ZAIRE KOALO

PUBLISHERS
DDLOVATO MUSIC
DOWNTOWN TREVOR BROWN
QUEST DA STARS
RESERVOIR
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

STARBOY
THE WEEKND FEAT. DAFT PUNK

WRITERS
ABEL “THE WEEKND” TESFAYE (SOCAN)
DOC MCKINNEY (SOCAN)
HENRY “CIRKUT” WALTER
JASON “DAHEALA” QUENNEVILLE (SOCAN)

PUBLISHERS
CIRKUT BREAKER LLC
KOBALT MUSIC
PRESCRIPTION SONGS
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
STAY
ZEDD FEAT. ALESSIA CARA

WRITER
ANTON ZASLAVSKI

PUBLISHERS
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
ZEDD MUSIC EMPIRE

STRIPE THAT DOWN
LIAM PAYNE FEAT. QUAVO

WRITERS
CHARLES MILLER
HAROLD RAY BROWN
HOWARD E. SCOTT
LEE OSKAR
LONNIE JORDAN
QUAVO HUNCHO
RICKARDO “RIKROK” DUCENT
STEVE MAC (PRS)
STING INTERNATIONAL
THOMAS SYLVESTER ALLEN

PUBLISHERS
HUNCHO YRN MUSIC
QUALITY CONTROL QC PRO
ROYNET MUSIC
SCIKRON MUSIC PUBLISHING
TMC MUSIC INC./FAR OUT MUSIC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

THAT'S WHAT I LIKE
BRUNO MARS

WRITERS
CHRISTOPHER "BRODY" BROWN
JAMES FAUNTLEROY
JEREMY "JERM BEATS" REEVES
RAY CHARLES MCCULLOUGH II

PUBLISHERS
ALMO MUSIC
FAUNTLEROY MUSIC
LATE 80'S MUSIC
RA CHARM MUSIC
SUMPHU
THOU ART THE HUNGER
UNDERDOG WEST
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
WESTSIDE PUBLISHING
THE GREATEST
SIA FEAT. KENDRICK LAMAR

WRITERS
GREG KURSTIN
KENDRICK LAMAR
SIA (APRA)

PUBLISHERS
HARD WORKING BLACK FOLKS
KURSTIN MUSIC
PINEAPPLE LASAGNE
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
TOP DAWG MUSIC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.

THUNDER
IMAGINE DRAGONS

WRITER
JAYSON DEZUZIO

PUBLISHERS
HAVE A NICE JAY MUSIC
KIDINAKORNER MUSIC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

TOO GOOD AT GOODBYES
SAM SMITH

WRITERS
MIKKEL ERIKSEN
TOR HERMansen

PUBLISHER
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
WINNING SONGS

UNFORGETTABLE
FRENCH MONTANA FEAT. SWAE LEE

WRITERS
ABEL “THE WEEKND” TESFAYE (SOCAN)
FRENCH MONTANA
JAEGEN (SOCAN)
JEREMIH

PUBLISHERS
EXCUSE MY FRENCH MUSIC II
KOBALT MUSIC
OHAJI PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

WATER UNDER THE BRIDGE
ADELE

WRITER
GREG KURSTIN

PUBLISHERS
KURSTIN MUSIC
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC

WHAT ABOUT US
P!NK

WRITER
STEVE MAC (PRS)

PUBLISHER
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
WINNING SONGS

WHAT LOVERS DO
MAROON 5 FEAT. SZA

WRITERS
BRITTANY "STARRAH" HAZZARD
ELINA STRIDH (STIM)
NEIKED (STIM)

PUBLISHERS
PEOPLE OVER PLANES
THESE ARE SONGS OF PULSE

WILD THOUGHTS
DJ KHALED FEAT. RIHANNA & BRYSON TILLER

WRITERS
DAVID SINCERE MCRAE
JAHRON "PARTYNEXTDOOR" BRATHWAITE (SOCAN)
MARVIN MOORE HOUGH
WYCLEF JEAN

PUBLISHERS
GHETTO AND BLUES
HEMPSTEAD LIVE
HUSS ZWINGLI PUBLISHING INC
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC, INC.
YOUR COMMUNITY

ASCAP.COM/EXPO
MAY 7-9 2018
LOS ANGELES

ASCAP.COM/EXPO

ANNA WARONKER · ADAM SANDERS · BETTY WHO · BILLIE EILISH · CHARLOTTE CAFFEY · CIRKUT · CLAUDIA BRANT
DAN WILSON · DESMOND CHILD · DARRELL BROWN · EIMEAR NOONE · FINNEAS O'CONNELL · THE FUTURISTICS · GARRY SCHYMAN
GREG WELLS · J KASH · JASON MRAZ · JAYSON DEZUZIO · JOJO · JUNKIE XL · LELAND · LINDSEY STIRLING · MARC COHN
MARCILLA ARAICA · MARCUS MILLER · MEGAN TRAINOR · NICK JARJOUR · OG PARKER · PAM SHEYNE · PAUL WILLIAMS
PETER ASHER · PRISCILLA RENEA · ST. VINCENT · STEFAN JOHNSON · SUPA DUPS · WILBERT ROGET · AND MORE
Martin Bandier and everyone at Sony/ATV Music Publishing congratulate all of our award-winning ASCAP songwriters and songs:

1-800-273-8255  
ANDREW TAGGART

BODAK YELLOW  
BELCALIS ALMANZAR

CHEAP THRILLS  
SIA FURLER, GREG KURSTIN, SEAN PAUL

CLOSER  
FREDERIC KENNETT, ANDREW TAGGART

DON'T WANNA KNOW  
ALEX BEN-ABDALLAH

FAKE LOVE  
ADAM FEENEY, ANDERSON HERNANDEZ

FEEL IT STILL  
FREDDIE GORMAN

HAVANA  
LOUIS BELL

ISSUES  
MIKKEL ERIKSEN, TOR HERMANNSEN

LET ME LOVE YOU  
LOUIS BELL, LUMIDEE CEDENO

LOCATION  
CHARLEE NYMAN, ANDREW TAGGART

PARIS  
CHARLEE NYMAN, ANDREW TAGGART

ROCKABYE  
SEAN PAUL

ROCKSTAR  
OLUFUNMIBI AWOSHILEY, LOUIS BELL

SHAPE OF YOU  
KANDI BURRUSS, TAMEKA COTTLE

SOMETHING JUST LIKE THIS  
ANDREW TAGGART

THE GREATEST  
SIA FURLER, GREG KURSTIN

TOO GOOD AT GOODBYES  
MIKKEL ERIKSEN, TOR HERMANNSEN

UNFORGETTABLE  
KARIM KHBROUCH

WATER UNDER THE BRIDGE  
GREG KURSTIN

WILD THOUGHTS  
MARVIN HOUCH, WYCLEF JEAN, DAVID McRAE

SONGWRITER OF THE YEAR  
ANDREW TAGGART

SONG OF THE YEAR  
SHAPE OF YOU

GLOBAL IMPACT AWARD  
LANA DEL REY
LA MUSA AWARDS
Latin Songwriters Hall Of Fame
6th Annual Induction Gala
HONORS • SPECIAL PERFORMANCES • GALA EVENING CELEBRATION

Thursday, October 18th, 2018
James L. Knight Center
Miami, Florida
LATINSONGHALL.ORG
MOST STREAMED SONG OF THE YEAR

DESPACITO

DADDY YANKEE (CANGRIS PUBLISHING)
JASON "POO BEAR" BOYD (POO B Z PUBLISHING)
JUSTIN BIEBER (BIEBER TIME PUBLISHING)

DESPACITO REMIX
LUI S FONSI & DADDY YANKEE

FEAT. JUSTIN BIEBER

BMG
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
BMG CONGRATULATES
ASCAP FOUNDERS AWARD
HONOREE DESMOND CHILD

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE YOU
AS PART OF THE FAMILY
WE SALUTE OUR ASCAP WRITERS ON THEIR INCREDIBLE ACHIEVEMENTS IN MUSIC

POO BEAR
I'M THE ONE
DESPACITO

21 SAVAGE
ROCKSTAR

BMG IS HONORED TO BE RECOGNIZED AS INDEPENDENT PUBLISHER OF THE YEAR

XPLICIT
SLOW HANDS

SAVAN KOTECHA
SIDE TO SIDE

TEDDY RAFAEL MENDEZ & EDWIN PEREZ
LET ME LOVE YOU
ascap

SONGWRITER
OF THE YEAR

BRITTANY
"STARRAH"
HAZZARD

FAKE LOVE
HAVANA
NOW OR NEVER
WHAT LOVERS DO
ASCAP SONGWRITER OF THE YEAR

STEVE MAC

ROCKABYE
SHAPE OF YOU
STRIP THAT DOWN
WHAT ABOUT US
SONGWRITER OF THE YEAR

MAX MARTIN

CAN'T STOP THE FEELING!
JUST LIKE FIRE
SEND MY LOVE (TO YOUR NEW LOVER)
SIDE TO SIDE
SONGWRITER OF THE YEAR

DREW TAGGART

1-800-273-8255
CLOSER
PARIS
SOMETHING JUST LIKE THIS
CONGRATS MAX MARTIN
SONGWRITER OF THE YEAR FOR THE 11TH TIME

FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT KOBALT
...WHEN WE WERE SWEET AND YOUNG

...WELL, YOUNG...

Congratulations, my friend

Love and Songs,

Diane
ASCAP
PUBLISHER OF THE YEAR
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP

BAD AND BOUJEE
BODY LIKE A BACK ROAD
BOUNCE BACK
CAN'T STOP THE FEELING!
DESPACITO
FEEL IT STILL
I'M THE ONE
IT AIN'T ME
LET ME LOVE YOU
NO PROMISES
ROCKABYE

SHAPE OF YOU
SIDE TO SIDE
SOMETHING JUST LIKE THIS
SORRY NOT SORRY
STARBOY
STAY
STRIP THAT DOWN
THAT'S WHAT I LIKE
THUNDER
UNFORGETTABLE
WHAT ABOUT US
CONGRATULATIONS ON RECEIVING ASCAP’S FOUNDERS AWARD! IT IS AN HONOR AND A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU!!

LOVE, LOU & THE TRI STAR TEAM
CONGRATULATIONS TO

ASCAP FOUNDERS AWARD HONOREE, MY FRIEND,
AND PARTNER IN CRIME

DESMOND CHILD

LOVE, DINA LAPOLT
Grammy-winning and Emmy-nominated songwriter-producer Desmond Child is one of music's most accomplished hitmakers. He is also a film/television producer, recording artist, performer and motivational speaker. His credits appear on more than 80 Billboard Top 40 singles spanning five decades.

From Aerosmith to Zedd, his genre-defying collaborations include Bon Jovi, KISS, Cher, Joan Jett, Michael Bolton, Cyndi Lauper, Ricky Martin, Katy Perry, Kelly Clarkson, Carrie Underwood, Garth Brooks, Meat Loaf, Christina Aguilera, Sia, Mickey Mouse and Kermit the Frog, selling over 500 million records worldwide with downloads, YouTube views and streaming plays in the billions.

Desmond’s musical lineage is deep. His Cuban mother, Elena Casals, was a celebrated songwriter and published poet. His aunt was internationally acclaimed Olga Guillot, the legendary Queen of Bolero.

A graduate of New York University, Child and Maria Vidal, along with Myriam Valle and Diana Grasselli, formed Desmond Child & Rouge, recorded two albums for Capitol and were featured musical guests on Saturday Night Live.

The next major move: a sensational collaboration with Paul Stanley, resulting in two of KISS’s most enduring hits: “I Was Made for Lovin’ You” and “Heaven’s on Fire.”

When Bon Jovi came calling, the New Jersey rockers had yet to hit #1. With Desmond joining the writing team of Jon Bon Jovi and Richie Sambora, everything changed. “You Give Love a Bad Name,” “Livin’ on a Prayer” and “Bad Medicine” all climbed to the top of the charts, and became international smashes.

That was only the beginning. Desmond hooked up with Steven Tyler and Joe Perry to write “Dude Looks Like a Lady” and, with Tyler, “Angel.” And then the list only gets longer: He and Joan Jett turned out “I Hate Myself for Loving You.” He and Alice Cooper cooked up “Poison.” And back with Jon and Richie, he penned Cher’s “We All Sleep Alone.”

Desmond’s Elektra solo album, Discipline, yielded the hit “Love on a Rooftop,” co-written with Diane Warren and Paul Stanley.

A move to Miami Beach once again changed the game. This time Desmond, together with Draco Rosa, ignited the Latin Music explosion with the global #1 hits they co-wrote and produced for Ricky Martin: “Livin’ la Vida Loca” and the World Cup theme, “The Cup of Life.”

Child was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame and serves on its Board of Directors as well as the Board of ASCAP. Along with songwriter-producer Rudy Pérez, he co-founded the Latin Songwriters Hall of Fame where he is Chairman/CEO.

Desmond has recently completed his upcoming autobiography Livin’ on a Prayer: Big Songs Big Life with David Ritz. He is also currently touring his new show “An Evening with Desmond Child” directed by Richard Jay-Alexander.
CONGRATULATIONS

DESMOND

So proud of our long relationship.

With love

David and Winston

DSW Entertainment
CONGRATULATIONS

TO DADDY... OUR FOUNDER
ROMAN & NYRO CHILD
Lana Del Rey is a three-time Grammy-nominated American singer-songwriter. Her music has been noted by critics for its stylized cinematic quality, glamour and melancholia and its references to 1950s and 1960s Americana.

Her debut album, *Born to Die* was released in January 2012 and charted at #1 on the official UK Album Chart, peaked at #2 on the US charts and was the fifth best-selling album of 2012. Her extended play *Paradise* followed that November, garnering her first Grammy nomination for Best Pop Vocal Album. *Ultraviolence* (2014), her third studio album, became her first album to reach #1 in the US. In 2015, she released her fourth studio album, *Honeymoon*. Both albums received positive critical response.

Del Rey reached her widest audience when she released the song “Video Games” online in June 2011, following it up with an accompanying video in August 2011. “Video Games” accumulated 20 million views within its first five months.

Lana’s fifth studio album and fourth major-label record, *Lust for Life*, was released on July 21, 2017 and debuted atop the Billboard 200 last summer. The album received critical acclaim, and became her second album to reach #1 in the United States, while also reaching the top 10 in almost every other country it charted in. The lead single, titled “Love,” was released worldwide on February 18. The title track, which features The Weeknd, was released on April 19 as the second single. The album also features guest appearances from A$AP Rocky, Stevie Nicks, Sean Lennon and Playboi Carti.

It was just recently announced that *Born to Die* spent its 300th week on the Billboard 200 chart earlier this year, becoming one of only three female-led albums to achieve this feat in the chart’s history.

Lana currently resides in Los Angeles.
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE MULTI-PLATINUM HITMAKER

DESMOND CHILD

HONORED WITH THE PRESTIGIOUS ASCAP FOUNDER'S AWARD

With love,

LINDA EDELL HOWARD

ENTERTAINMENT • INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY • MEDIA • EMERGING TECHNOLOGY • LITIGATION

www.adamsandreese.com

Music Row • 901 18th Avenue South • Nashville, Tennessee 37212 • 615.341.0068

ALABAMA | FLORIDA | GEORGIA | LOUISIANA | MISSISSIPPI | SOUTH CAROLINA | TENNESSEE | TEXAS | WASHINGTON, DC

No representation is made that the quality of the legal services to be performed is greater than the quality of the legal services performed by other lawyers. FREE BACKGROUND INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. Advertisement contains stock photography. Contact: Guilford F. Thornton, Jr.
CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR ASCAP POP AWARD-WINNING SONGWRITERS & SONGS

24K MAGIC  CHRISTOPHER "BRODY" BROWN
BAD AND BOUJEE  SYMERE WOODS
BAD THINGS  MADISON LOVE,
JOE KHAJADOURIAN AND ALEX SCHWARTZ (APG)
BELIEVER  ROBIN FREDRIKSSON,
MATTIAS LARSSON
BLACK BEATLES  RADRIC DAVIS
BODAK YELLOW  KLENORD RAPHAEL
BODY LIKE A BACKROAD  ZACK CROWELL
BOUNCE BACK  CHRISTIAN WARD (APG)
DON'T WANNA KNOW  KENDRICK LAMAR
FEEL IT STILL  JOHN GOURLEY, ERIC HOWK,
ZACHARY CAROTHERS, JASON SECHRIST
THE GREATEST  KENDRICK LAMAR
HUMBLE.  KENDRICK LAMAR
JUST LIKE FIRE  OSCAR HOLTER
LOCATION  CHRISTOPHER MCCLENNEY
NO PROMISES
SIDE TO SIDE  ILYA
THAT'S WHAT I LIKE  JEREMY REEVES,
CHRISTOPHER "BRODY" BROWN
WILD THOUGHTS  JAHRON BRATHWAITE

AND TO OUR VANGUARD AWARD RECIPIENTS
PORTUGAL. THE MAN
Portugal. The Man took 2017 by the horns after a considerably long gap, especially for a band that has dropped roughly an album a year since 2006. They spent years working on an album called Gloomin + Doomin before later developing what would become known as their eighth studio album WOODSTOCK. Fate struck lead singer, John Gourley, twice. First, John got some parental tough love from his old man. “What’s taking so long to finish the album?” John’s dad asked. “Isn’t that what bands do? Write songs and then put them out?” The whole thing got John thinking about why the band seemed to be stuck on a musical elliptical machine from hell and more importantly, about how to get off of it. Second, John found his dad’s ticket stub from the original 1969 Woodstock music festival, which ultimately knocked something loose in his head. He realized that, in the same tradition of bands from that era, Portugal. The Man needed to speak out about the world crumbling around them.

With these two ideas converging, the band made a seemingly bat-shit-crazy decision: they took all of the work they had done for the three years prior and threw it out. The band went back to the studio – working with John Hill, Danger Mouse and longtime collaborator Casey Bates. In this new-found creative territory, the album that became WOODSTOCK rolled out naturally from there. Fast forward to present day and it was impossible to escape the album’s first single “Feel It Still,” which dominated the charts and radio airwaves in 2017. The multi-platinum-certified hit reigned at #1 at nearly all radio formats, including Top 40, as well as Alternative, where the song held the chart’s top spot for a mind-blowing 20 weeks, breaking the record for most weeks at #1. Yes, you read that right. Five guys from Wasilla, Alaska who have played nearly 1,500 shows in their career broke Alternative radio records and had a #1 song at Pop radio. Billboard Magazine even went as far as to call the song “the unexpected rock crossover hit of 2017,” while Rolling Stone listed it as “one of the best songs of 2017.” AND THEN…the band kicked off 2018 by winning a GRAMMY Award for “Feel It Still.”
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THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR WINNERS, PERFORMERS AND PRESENTERS!
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Production Director: Doug Cook, Director: Dorie D'Amore
Audio Supervisor: Peter Franco
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Karl Avanzini, Luis Castro, Ileana Cerna, Daniel Gonzalez,
Roberto Rivera, Jorge F. Rodriguez

MUSICAL THEATRE
Michael Kerker, VP

RHYTHM & SOUL
Nicole George-Middleton, SVP
Danelle Cain, Cristina Chavez, Andrea Doman,
Rachel Jackson, Jonathan Jones, Moya Nkruma, Jason Reddick

SYMPHONIC & CONCERT
Cia Toscanini, VP
Michael Spudic
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3 Million

That’s how many lives were changed from the unique music education and talent development programs of

The ASCAP Foundation

in 2017 alone.

YOU can make a difference.

Please support our efforts.

www.ascapfoundation.org
GENIUS
ARTIST
WARRIOR
DESMOND

YOU HAVE CHANGED ALL OF OUR LIVES
IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE.

LOVE,

ROCKMAFIA
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING GROUP
ASCAP PUBLISHER OF THE YEAR

Thank you to our writers who contributed to ASCAP’S Most Performed Songs of the year

BAD AND BOUJEE
BODY LIKE A BACK ROAD
BOUNCE BACK
CAN’T STOP THE FEELING
DESPACITO
FEEL IT STILL
I’M THE ONE
IT AIN’T ME
LET ME LOVE YOU
NO PROMISES
ROCKABYE
SIDE TO SIDE
SHAPE OF YOU
SOMETHING JUST LIKE THIS
SORRY NOT SORRY

STARBOY
STAY
STRIP THAT DOWN
THAT’S WHAT I LIKE
THUNDER
UNFORGETTABLE
WHAT ABOUT US

Special congratulations to ASCAP honorees

STEVE MAC
“SHAPE OF YOU”
SONG OF THE YEAR & SONGWRITER OF THE YEAR

JUSTIN BIEBER
“DESPACITO”
MOST STREAMED SONG OF THE YEAR